Aviation Tourism Destinations
Northwest Territories (North Slave Region)
The Northwest Territories is a spectacular destination for aviation tourism offering unlimited opportunities for
adventure in the vast northern wilderness. Yellowknife serves as a convenient gateway for excursions into the
surrounding North Slave region of the Northern Territories. The Northwest Territories Flying Association (COPA
Flight 108) encourages visiting floatplane pilots to explore our numerous lakes and experience bush flying at its
best. See below for a few suggestions for unforgettable northern aviation excursions.
Thaidene Nene National Park Reserve
Visit Thaidene Nene National Park Reserve where subarctic boreal
forest and barrens meet the rugged cliffs and pristine waters of
Great Slave Lake. Aircraft access is regulated by Parks Canada
and requires an aircraft access permit acquired in advance.

NWTFA "Places to Fly"
Peruse the "Places to Fly" page on the NWTFA website for profiles
of a few of the favorite destinations of local floatplane pilots. Each
profile provides photos and detailed description of the destination
together with its coordinates and tips for access by floatplane.

Wilderness Lodges
Enjoy the unique visitor experience provided by the many remote
wilderness lodges in the North Slave region. Most fly-in lodges
offer comfortable accommodations and excellent meals. Activities
include guided fishing, nature photography, hiking and boating.

Sport Fishing
Explore the world-class fishing opportunities offered by Great Slave
Lake and the many other lakes and rivers in the North Slave region.
Sport fishing species include lake trout, walleye, northern pike and
arctic grayling.

Links to Visitor Information...

Contact NWTFA...
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